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▶ Traveling by car:

45 minutes to get to Schopfheim

	At the motorway junction Weil am

(pre-book a German taxi if possible).

Rhein, take the A98 in the direction
of Lörrach/Rheinfelden.
	Leave the A98 at the exit LörrachMitte. At the following set of

▶	Traveling by plane:
from Basel/Mulhouse
	(via the French exit) it is best to

lights, turn left onto the B317 in

use a pre-booked taxi. If you hire a

the direction of Schopfheim. In

car, follow the signs for Germany,

Schopfheim there are two ways:

cross the French border and take

1. L
 eave the B317 at the exit Schopf-

the A5 motorway in the direction

heim-West and then turn right.

A5

Direction of
Karlsruhe

B317
Schopfheim

A98

A861

A35

onto A98 and leave the A98 at

There you leave at the first exit.

the exit Lörrach-Mitte. Continue

Follow the street for approximately

as described above under 1.

A2

Sissbach

200 m and then turn right onto
Hohe-Flum-Strasse. You will see
our building on the right-hand side
after approximately 500 m.
2. L
 eave the B317 at the exit Schopf-

79650 Schopfheim

our building on the left-hand side

Leave the A98 at the exit Lör-

after approximately 1 km.

rach-Mitte. Continue as described
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Bypass
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above under 1.

Bahnhof (not Basel SBB!). From

Hohe-Flum-Strasse 42

B518

	you can take a hired car, take the

Hohe-Flum-Strasse. You will see

	Go as far as Basel Badischer

Company (PADH)

Wiese

from Zürich

heim-Mitte and then turn left onto

▶ Traveling by train:

A3

A3

of Karlsruhe. Then turn right

Follow the street until roundabout.
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West) or a taxi, which takes around
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